Behind the Wheel

Will J. Fyorg, Director of Membership Relations

Understanding Junior Farm Bureau Family Membership.

May 15, 1940

My dear JFB members:

This week’s column will deal with the subject of junior membership. In the eight counties, JFB membership councils are in session, and you are the first one of the eight and I am sure you have given some thought to the matter. As you may know, a Scandinavian thought is, "The road to the Heart is paved with good intentions." That is rather reminiscent and I think that you may get a little rise in your face if these young members are good citizens. The destruction of these members is too fine a thing and you are expected to go steady with this. To the young members it must be a great joy.

Teamwork

Teamwork is the way to be. It is the only way to be. It is the way to be or we will fail. The purpose of teamwork is to have the group do the job and do it right.

Appreciation

Appreciation is the key ingredient in teamwork. It is the key ingredient in the success of the team. The key ingredient in teamwork is appreciation.

The They Joined Farm Bureau During June

Twentysix families joined the 8th RYTALE RICAN RAGC COUNTY BARRY COUNTY KINON COUNTY RANSOM COUNTY ROCHELLE COUNTY HURON COUNTY HARTHE COUNTY INDIANA COUNTY JESSUP COUNTY POWERVILLE COUNTY MONTCALM COUNTY MILWAUKEE COUNTY ELM CITY COUNTY SALT RIVER VALLEY MAN COMES BACK

They Will Address Co-op Institute

For the first two years of the Farm Bureau organization in Michigan the membership program was the keystone of the organization's efforts in the county and state Farm Bureaus. The county and state organizations decided to try a new method and introduced an annual membership drive at the annual meeting of the Farm Bureau. In 1920 a membership drive was conducted in every county in the state.

In the past three years the County and State Farm Bureaus have been developing methods and procedures in the membership program in a return of the same type of the County Farm Bureau. It is believed that the membership drive is the backbone of the membership program and should be developed in every county in the state. The State Farm Bureau headquarters has developed a plan of work for the membership program in a return of the same type of the County Farm Bureau.

They hope that they will like us and work with us. Some who have returned to membership have been welcomed to membership with appreciation. They have been welcomed to membership with appreciation. They have been welcomed to membership with appreciation.

Michigan Farm Bureau

They Supply Magnesium

Michigan Farm Bureau has helped make possible a magnesium program that will give the entire U.S. project a new lease on life. The results are being wonderful and will continue to be wonderful. The program is being run by the Michigan Farm Bureau and is being run through the U.S. project.

COUNTIES TAKING OVER BUREAU'S MEMBERSHIP WORK

Under Terms of Agreement Developed at Leader Conferences

For the first two years of the Farm Bureau organization in Michigan the membership program was the keystone of the organization's efforts in the county and state Farm Bureaus. The county and state organizations decided to try a new method and introduced an annual membership drive at the annual meeting of the Farm Bureau. In 1920 a membership drive was conducted in every county in the state.

In the past three years the County and State Farm Bureaus have been developing methods and procedures in the membership program in a return of the same type of the County Farm Bureau. It is believed that the membership drive is the backbone of the membership program and should be developed in every county in the state. The State Farm Bureau headquarters has developed a plan of work for the membership program in a return of the same type of the County Farm Bureau.

They hope that they will like us and work with us. Some who have returned to membership have been welcomed to membership with appreciation. They have been welcomed to membership with appreciation. They have been welcomed to membership with appreciation.
American Co-operative Institute

Farmers co-operatives in Michigan have business problems. They have to make up their minds, what to do with civil service. More and more of them are going to have to find ways to get along with less help, rather than set up new arrangements. Perhaps, the state would be better off if efforts were devoted to solving some of these problems.

The United States is the only major agricultural nation. Carleton Gray, clerk of the U.S. Department of Agriculture in Michigan, says that the effort should be made to use the resources of the state. It is not right that men should fight, or women pull the plow, and that they must shed their blood. What is there so important about the problem that bothered them before they began to fight for civil service?

The suggestion was made to use the sugar for agricultural purposes. There are many other ways to use it, such as for sugar for agricultural purposes. There are many other ways to use it, such as for sugar for agricultural purposes. There are many other ways to use it, such as for sugar for agricultural purposes. There are many other ways to use it, such as for sugar for agricultural purposes. There are many other ways to use it, such as for sugar for agricultural purposes. There are many other ways to use it, such as for sugar for agricultural purposes. There are many other ways to use it, such as for sugar for agricultural purposes. There are many other ways to use it, such as for sugar for agricultural purposes. There are many other ways to use it, such as for sugar for agricultural purposes. There are many other ways to use it, such as for sugar for agricultural purposes.

**The Associated Women of the American Farm Bureau**

Mrs. Frank Myer, Director for Michigan

**CO-OPERATIVE HEALTH ASSOCIATIONS**

Co-operative Health Associations in Michigan are making good progress in the organization of the health and medical profession in the state. They are making good progress in the organization of the health and medical profession in the state. They are making good progress in the organization of the health and medical profession in the state. They are making good progress in the organization of the health and medical profession in the state. They are making good progress in the organization of the health and medical profession in the state. They are making good progress in the organization of the health and medical profession in the state. They are making good progress in the organization of the health and medical profession in the state. They are making good progress in the organization of the health and medical profession in the state. They are making good progress in the organization of the health and medical profession in the state. They are making good progress in the organization of the health and medical profession in the state. They are making good progress in the organization of the health and medical profession in the state.

**Buffalo Bones**

Bones from the buffalo are used in making various products. The bones are used in making various products. The bones are used in making various products. The bones are used in making various products. The bones are used in making various products. The bones are used in making various products. The bones are used in making various products. The bones are used in making various products. The bones are used in making various products. The bones are used in making various products.
Some Observations Directly from the Farm

On Farm Crops and Income, Political Orthodoxy, and About People

By Wm. Estill M. Stearns

The Future Farmers of America is the right sort of organization to start with. The boys that enter it have a clear idea of what they are out for. The boys that enter them let you know what they are out for. They are neither the better nor the worse for being in it, but they are better off for being in it.

Every Young Man

Does well to store something as he goes along - for himself and, for the family he expects to have - for that older age when some day he will recognize himself.

Buy At Farm Bureau Stores

STATE FARM LIFE INSURANCE CO.
Bloomington, Illinois

SWIFT ACTION

KILL-FLY * HOUSEHOLD FLY SPRAY

Dairy Fly Spray

For flies that ruin the

RESPONSE

KILL-FLY FLY SPRAY

PULL-CUT MOWER

HEAVY HAY CROPS CALL FOR GOOD HAY MACHINERY

AVERY

AVERY CO-OP

AVERY CO-OP REFRIGERATOR

AVERY CO-OP SIDE DELIVERY RAKE

AVERY CO-OP HAY LOADER

Naturally a Bushel of Frozen Food Space!

CO-OP SIX

3,000 USP units of vitamin A and

DRIED SKIMMILK

APT

DRIED WHEY

CONDENSED BUTTERMILK

D R Y M I L K S A L E S D I V I S I O N

Quotations Made to Elevators

MICHIGAN FARM NEW

At the coming Institute for Co-op

When farm prices hit so hard as

Low and southward we all tell of those who at one time went at every spot in the brick of Farm Bureau substantial and effective. There never was an opportunity to talk it over, to talk it over.

So be up to the farm boy. Do his own alms and take what is laid by in his life and has to study. If he can make it, if he can really get a education.

Lapeer Bureau Plans

Farmers picnic Aug. 3

The Future Farmers of America is a primary force in the development of the present-day farm. It is to be a leader.

Genesee Farm Bureau

Picnic July 25

We demand full value for our money and want better service, higher quality, for greater returns. So we demand from the food department that they shall be better, more efficient work. It was doubly pleasing to the committee.

Every One Invited

At the coming Institute for Co-op to keep hybrid seed a'" simpler. We're glad to know why they singled out agric- brill seed stock for ale. om

PULL-CUT MOWER

Avery Build Your Own Country Store

Overview 8 cu. ft. (formerly brake unit)

Avery Re cyclers

The Future Farmers of America is a primary force in the development of the present-day farm. It is to be a leader.

Avery Implement Co.

CO-OP SIX

3,000 USP units of vitamin A and

Co-op Refrigerator $200.50

This Co-op Refrigerizer with the huge frozen food compart- ment is exactly what you've been looking for! Notice the compartment. It will hold nearly a bushel of bulk or pack- aged frozen foods.

It's an 86.6 cu. ft. capacity refrigerator with an extra large frozen food compartment to supplement central coolers.

You can bring your own supply of more frozen foods. Build a large low temperature compartment makes this model ideal for any large user of frozen foods.
The American Institute of Co-operation, established in 1967, has been a driving force in the promotion of cooperative principles and practices around the world. Its mission is to educate and inspire individuals and organizations to embrace cooperative values and to create opportunities for people to work together for the common good.

Co-operation as an Instrument for Democracy

Summary of Address by C. L. Brody to Co-operative Institute, Tuesday, July 9

"The modern co-operative movement is the most significant development in the history of the past century. It constitutes an essential part of the programme of the democratic movement for social and economic democracy," declared C. L. Brody, Jr., at the Co-operative Institute in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

"It is not enough to proclaim co-operation as an instrument for democracy, Quakers in America, through the efforts of friends and supporters, have established a series of schools and institutes in which the principles of co-operation are taught to hundreds of people each year." Brody said.

The objective of the school, he declared, is to "teach people how to think and how to do things together." The school is a place where people can learn to work together to solve problems and to achieve common goals.

New Solvay Bulletin on Surface Consolation of Low Cost Fertilizers

Covers the following: Microbes, methods of applying nutrients, fertilizers, and pesticides, and the effect of natural climatic conditions on plant growth.

In the Barn

In the present state of science and technology, there is no substitute for a healthy and well-managed barn. Good barn management is essential to ensure the health and productivity of the animals housed within.

New Hamlet, L. H. Barnum, head of the Michigan State College of Agriculture, has written a series of articles on efficient barn management. In one of his recent articles, Barnum discusses the importance of proper ventilation, lighting, and bedding, and provides tips for maintaining a clean and hygienic barn environment.

Additional Resources

- Michigan State University Extension Service
- National Agricultural Law Center
- United States Department of Agriculture

Hot Weather Helps for Producing Quality Cream

- Filter milk immediately
- Cool cream promptly. Keep it cool.
- Never add warm or cold cream.
- Market often and regularly

Looking for good quality "butter" or "butter"? We're selling 26,000,000 lbs. of the business in growing, and the future will be bright.

At the farm, and at our creameries, we offer online ordering programs to ensure the consumer acceptance that we have now.

We need more producers of high quality cream.

Try marketing through a licensed outlet and obtain a "butter" or "butter". Your business is growing, and the future is bright.

Focus on "butter" and "butter". Your business is growing, and the future will be bright.

Market your cream through APRODUCERS' CREAMERY

Mid-West Producers' Creameries, Inc.

1249 Grand River Avenue
Lansing, Michigan 48906

(517) 482-1441

We make 26,000,000 lbs. of butter ANNUALLY

ATTENTION, FARMERS!

Through your own Co-operatives and Farm Bureau dealers we are building a farmers' program on electric water systems--refrigerators--washing machines--dryers--and many other modern appliances.

Look for our UNICO label on tires-poultry equipment-dusters and sprayers, and small foods.

Ask for "UNICO" and "UNICO" BRANDS AND BUILD YOUR OWN PROGRAM

Farm Bureau Services, Inc., Lansing, Michigan

Hot Weather Helps for Producing Quality Cream

- Filter milk immediately
- Cool cream promptly. Keep it cool.
- Never add warm or cold cream.
- Market often and regularly

Looking for good quality "butter" or "butter"? We're selling 26,000,000 lbs. of the business in growing, and the future will be bright.

At the farm, and at our creameries, we offer online ordering programs to ensure the consumer acceptance that we have now.

We need more producers of high quality cream.

Try marketing through a licensed outlet and obtain a "butter" or "butter". Your business is growing, and the future is bright.

Focus on "butter" and "butter". Your business is growing, and the future will be bright.

Market your cream through APRODUCERS' CREAMERY

Mid-West Producers' Creameries, Inc.

1249 Grand River Avenue
Lansing, Michigan 48906

(517) 482-1441

We make 26,000,000 lbs. of butter ANNUALLY
The Michigan Farm News presents in this edition the results of a national platform platform on Agriculture and presents a synopsis of Michigan Farm Bureau’s platform for the November election.

Agriculture is the foundation of our economy. It is a natural and necessary part of our lives. As a result, the Michigan Farm Bureau is proud to present to the state legislature a comprehensive platform that will guide its actions in the coming years.

Our platform focuses on several key areas:

1. **Agriculture Policies:** We support policies that will ensure the continued success of Michigan’s agricultural sector. This includes supporting programs that promote sustainable farming practices and enhance the profitability of Michigan farms.

2. **Labor and Employment:** We advocate for policies that will reduce unemployment and promote a strong economy. This includes supporting initiatives that encourage job creation and vocational training programs.

3. **Energy and the Environment:** We support policies that will ensure the continued use of renewable energy sources and promote environmentally friendly practices. This includes supporting initiatives that will reduce pollution and protect natural resources.

4. **Public Health:** We advocate for policies that will ensure the continued health and well-being of Michigan residents. This includes supporting initiatives that promote healthy lifestyles and prevent disease.

5. **International Trade:** We support policies that will promote fair trade and ensure that Michigan farmers receive fair compensation for their products.

Our platform is designed to ensure that Michigan’s agricultural sector is able to thrive and contribute to the overall well-being of the state.

We ask all Michigan residents to consider the issues presented in our platform and to use their voices to support policies that will ensure the continued success of our agricultural sector.
**Producers-Consumers Relations Contest Topic for 1940**

STATE FARM BUREAU PRESENTS BACKGROUND MATERIAL

**FOR COMMUNITY GROUP DISCUSSIONS DURING JUNE**

**FOR THE CONSUMER**

The consumer is best served. And he is best served in his best interest. His best interest is not his own interest, but the interest of the whole. Thus, both tend to be opposed to high prices. Both will benefit from the reduction of prices; but both will also benefit from the reduction of differences and of grievances. Thus both tend to be opposed to high prices, and the consumer is best served.

**FOR THE PRODUCER**

We are producers. States the producer, states the foods and other raw materials which consumers pay. But he is also a consumer. He is dependent upon which consumers pay. Consumers provide a market for all goods and services which producers buy, as man-management's buying to those needs will cause wages to rise, and frequently high wages will be a result. When producers' prices are too high, consumers will not pay the high prices. When consumers pay, producers' prices are too high. Consumers are interested in getting producers sell. Income and inheritance taxes are producing something of value to producers and wage earners.

**Producer Groups**

Producers may seek reductions of getting a product from the farm to the consumer. These may be produced goods or services produced in a balanced economy. An increase in the amount of produced goods or services produced in a balanced economy will increase the amount of produced goods or services produced in a balanced economy.

Producers' prices may be reduced by producing something of value to consumers and consumers. This may be produced goods or services produced in a balanced economy. If producers' prices are too high, consumers will not pay the high prices. When consumers pay, producers' prices are too high. Consumers are interested in getting producers sell. Income and inheritance taxes are producing something of value to producers and wage earners.

**For the Consumer and Producer**

The consumer is best served. And he is best served in his best interest. His best interest is not his own interest, but the interest of the whole. Thus, both tend to be opposed to high prices. Both will benefit from the reduction of prices; but both will also benefit from the reduction of differences and of grievances. Thus both tend to be opposed to high prices, and the consumer is best served.

**Producers and Consumers**

We are producers. States the producer, states the foods and other raw materials which consumers pay. But he is also a consumer. He is dependent upon which consumers pay. Consumers provide a market for all goods and services which producers buy, as management's buying to those needs will cause wages to rise, and frequently high wages will be a result. When producers' prices are too high, consumers will not pay the high prices. When consumers pay, producers' prices are too high. Consumers are interested in getting producers sell. Income and inheritance taxes are producing something of value to producers and wage earners.

**Producers and Consumers**

We are producers. States the producer, states the foods and other raw materials which consumers pay. But he is also a consumer. He is dependent upon which consumers pay. Consumers provide a market for all goods and services which producers buy, as management's buying to those needs will cause wages to rise, and frequently high wages will be a result. When producers' prices are too high, consumers will not pay the high prices. When consumers pay, producers' prices are too high. Consumers are interested in getting producers sell. Income and inheritance taxes are producing something of value to producers and wage earners.

**Producers and Consumers**

We are producers. States the producer, states the foods and other raw materials which consumers pay. But he is also a consumer. He is dependent upon which consumers pay. Consumers provide a market for all goods and services which producers buy, as management's buying to those needs will cause wages to rise, and frequently high wages will be a result. When producers' prices are too high, consumers will not pay the high prices. When consumers pay, producers' prices are too high. Consumers are interested in getting producers sell. Income and inheritance taxes are producing something of value to producers and wage earners.

**Producers and Consumers**

We are producers. States the producer, states the foods and other raw materials which consumers pay. But he is also a consumer. He is dependent upon which consumers pay. Consumers provide a market for all goods and services which producers buy, as management's buying to those needs will cause wages to rise, and frequently high wages will be a result. When producers' prices are too high, consumers will not pay the high prices. When consumers pay, producers' prices are too high. Consumers are interested in getting producers sell. Income and inheritance taxes are producing something of value to producers and wage earners.

**Producers and Consumers**

We are producers. States the producer, states the foods and other raw materials which consumers pay. But he is also a consumer. He is dependent upon which consumers pay. Consumers provide a market for all goods and services which producers buy, as management's buying to those needs will cause wages to rise, and frequently high wages will be a result. When producers' prices are too high, consumers will not pay the high prices. When consumers pay, producers' prices are too high. Consumers are interested in getting producers sell. Income and inheritance taxes are producing something of value to producers and wage earners.

**Producers and Consumers**

We are producers. States the producer, states the foods and other raw materials which consumers pay. But he is also a consumer. He is dependent upon which consumers pay. Consumers provide a market for all goods and services which producers buy, as management's buying to those needs will cause wages to rise, and frequently high wages will be a result. When producers' prices are too high, consumers will not pay the high prices. When consumers pay, producers' prices are too high. Consumers are interested in getting producers sell. Income and inheritance taxes are producing something of value to producers and wage earners.

**Producers and Consumers**

We are producers. States the producer, states the foods and other raw materials which consumers pay. But he is also a consumer. He is dependent upon which consumers pay. Consumers provide a market for all goods and services which producers buy, as management's buying to those needs will cause wages to rise, and frequently high wages will be a result. When producers' prices are too high, consumers will not pay the high prices. When consumers pay, producers' prices are too high. Consumers are interested in getting producers sell. Income and inheritance taxes are producing something of value to producers and wage earners.
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We are producers. States the producer, states the foods and other raw materials which consumers pay. But he is also a consumer. He is dependent upon which consumers pay. Consumers provide a market for all goods and services which producers buy, as management's buying to those needs will cause wages to rise, and frequently high wages will be a result. When producers' prices are too high, consumers will not pay the high prices. When consumers pay, producers' prices are too high. Consumers are interested in getting producers sell. Income and inheritance taxes are producing something of value to producers and wage earners.

**Producers and Consumers**

We are producers. States the producer, states the foods and other raw materials which consumers pay. But he is also a consumer. He is dependent upon which consumers pay. Consumers provide a market for all goods and services which producers buy, as management's buying to those needs will cause wages to rise, and frequently high wages will be a result. When producers' prices are too high, consumers will not pay the high prices. When consumers pay, producers' prices are too high. Consumers are interested in getting producers sell. Income and inheritance taxes are producing something of value to producers and wage earners.